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1. Introduction*
The main goal of this article is to shed new light on the controversial status of lexical/overt
subjects in Spanish from the viewpoint of First Language Acquisition, hoping that evidence from the
time-course of acquisition of preverbal and postverbal subjects in child Caribbean and European
Spanish will be enlightening in this regard. The much debated analysis of overt subjects in null-subject
languages like Spanish has raised—and tried to tackle—numerous questions in a body of research
which spans several decades. One of the remaining questions of this enterprise is whether preposed (cf.
(1a)) and postposed (cf. (1b)) subjects should be treated uniformly, or whether they should receive
different analyses.
(1) a. Puerto Rico me ha encantado
Puerto Rico cl. has enchanted
b. Me ha encantado Puerto Rico
cl. has enchanted Puerto Rico
Both: ‘Puerto Rico has captivated me.’

[SV]
[VS]

Additional questions posed by the existing works on subjecthood in Spanish-style null-subject
languages to date include whether (some version of) Rizzi’s (1982) [Spec, IP/TP]/Extended Projection
Principle (EPP) analysis of subjects assumed for languages like English can be maintained for Spanish,
and whether overt preverbal subjects in Spanish have properties reminiscent of dislocated structures
hosted in the CP area (Ordóñez 1997, inter alia). In parallel fashion, related questions involve the
position(s) occupied by postverbal subjects, as well as the characterization of the syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic differences between preverbal and postverbal subjects. One important finding thus far is
that the account of overt subjects in Spanish cannot rely solely on strictly syntactic factors: other
aspects pertaining to the domains of the discourse-pragmatics interface (information structure) and the
lexicon-syntax interface (type of verbal predicate involved) may also bear on the occurrence and
distribution of subjects (Bel 2001, 2005; Barbosa 2009, among others). This state of affairs is further
complicated by the fact that Spanish, contrary to other Romance pro-drop languages, frequently
displays a third word order where the subject is sandwiched between the verb and the
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object/complement (i.e., VSO). Additionally, Caribbean Spanish adds to this puzzle inasmuch as it has
been reported to be moving towards the negative setting of the Null Subject Parameter (Toribio 2000,
Ticio 2004, among others).
In this paper I present results from five longitudinal case studies of children acquiring Caribbean
and European Spanish in order to provide acquisitional evidence that helps tease apart competing
analyses of the adult grammar. Despite the fact that the analyses in the literature do not
straightforwardly predict preverbal and postverbal subjects to emerge concurrently in development in
Spanish, I submit that the two constructions arise at the same time in child Caribbean and European
Spanish. Overall, I propose that preverbal and postverbal subjects share a crucial prerequisite—the
final “key ingredient”—that the child needs to acquire before making effective use of the
constructions. Likewise, I observe a previously unacknowledged fact concerning the somewhat
delayed emergence of the VSO order in child Spanish, in opposition to the results of the reports
summarized in Pierce (1989), which I attribute to the extremely low frequency of occurrence of the
construction.
The paper is organized into different sections, as follows: Section 2 offers an overview of the
existing accounts of overt subjects in Spanish and their acquisitional predictions; Section 3 focuses on
existing studies on the L1 acquisition of subjecthood in Spanish; Section 4 deals with the methods
employed; Section 5 is dedicated to presenting and discussing the results of this study; Section 6 offers
some concluding remarks and notes directions for future work.

2. The puzzle of preverbal and postverbal subjects. Dissenting views from syntax
As is well known, non-Caribbean Spanish is a prototypical null-subject language where overt
subjects can appear in different positions with respect to the verb and the complements. The traditional
account of pro-drop in Romance languages such as Catalan, Italian, and Spanish owes much to the
ground-breaking work of the Italian linguist Luigi Rizzi (1982) in the framework of GovernmentBinding/Principles-and-Parameters (GB/P&P). An important aspect of Rizzi’s classical account is the
assumption that the subject in languages like Spanish (be it overt or null) sits in the same position as
the subject in languages like English, i.e., in [Spec, IP/TP], postverbal subjects being the result of a
free subject inversion rule which optionally moves the subject to the right, adjoining it to the VP,
possibly with an empty pro subject occupying the specifier of TP. A related view is defended in more
contemporary proposals by authors including Zubizarreta (1999), who pursues the hypothesis that
Spanish has a rightward specifier of TP, where postverbal nominatives are located. Other authors who
have recently argued that preverbal subjects in Spanish occupy [Spec, TP] include Goodall (2001) and
Ortega-Santos (2005 et seq.).
Nevertheless, research has shown that an account of preverbal subjects in languages like Spanish
according to which subjects always move to [Spec, TP/AgrSP] to satisfy the EPP requirement may be
inadequate, thus challenging (versions of) the traditional account sketched above. In fact, there has
been a wealth of proposals to the effect that lexical subjects in Spanish are left-peripheral elements
largely determined by the discourse-pragmatic context, and hence related to the CP field. This claim
tends to go hand in hand with the contention that Spanish lacks the EPP, or alternatively that some
parameterized version of the EPP is operative (e.g., the EPP can be satisfied by assuming head
movement of the verb and its “rich” agreement morphemes to Tº, à la Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou
1998). On this view, lexical subjects in languages like Spanish do not necessarily have to be located in
[Spec, TP]; this position may not be projected at all, or it may ultimately be occupied by pro.
Proponents of this line of analysis whereby overt preverbal subjects in Spanish are hosted in a position
above the inflectional layer include Contreras (1991), Olarrea (1996), Ordóñez (1997), Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou (1998), Ordóñez & Treviño (1999), and Barbosa (2009), among many others. A
logical question to pose is whether postverbal subjects are also left-peripheral elements under the view
that (overt preverbal) subjects are topic-like constituents in the CP domain. For some authors,
postverbal subjects are in situ (cf. Olarrea 1996, Ordóñez 1997, Barbosa 2009, inter alia). For
instance, Barbosa (2009) argues that postverbal subjects can be either base-generated in situ in [Spec,
vP] (cf. VSO), or foci (cf. VOS), in consonance with the empirical observation that postverbal subjects
tend to be instances of new-information focus in languages like Spanish (Casielles 2001, inter alia).
The two major venues of research mentioned above, namely the [Spec, TP]/EPP-analysis and the
CP-account, have polarized the spectrum of analyses of subjects in languages like Spanish. The
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simplified labelled bracketings in (2a) and (2b) illustrate the derivation of a Spanish declarative
sentence like Pedro visitó San Juan ‘Peter visited San Juan’ under each account.
(2) a. [TP Pedro [T visitó] [vP … [VP San Juan]]]
b. [CP Pedro [C Ø] [TP … [T visitó] [vP … [VP San Juan]]]]
A third type of analysis in between the aforementioned accounts is the account according to which
overt preverbal subjects can indeed occupy different syntactic positions (e.g., a CP specifier or [Spec,
TP]), as suggested by Casielles (2001), Camacho (2006), López (2009), and Villa-García (in
preparation), among others.
As regards postverbal subjects, there have been a number of accounts on a par with the right
adjunction analysis of postverbal subjects advocated by the traditional account, and the rightwardspecifier-of-TP analysis of Zubizarreta (1999) mentioned above. Thus, the VOS order can be derived
by assuming that it results from scrambling of the object (Ordóñez 1997, Barbosa 2009), remnant
movement of the TP over the subject in FocusP (Ordóñez 2000), remnant movement of the VP over
the subject in the VP periphery/low IP area (Belletti 2004), and p(rosodic)-movement out of focus
position past the subject (Zubizarreta 1998). Other proposals include LF movement of the subject to
[Spec, TP] (assuming a weak-strong features/early minimalism framework), optional endowment of Tº
with an EPP feature (Chomsky 2000), and the Copy-Theory-of-Movement analysis advocated in the
work of Stjepanović (1999) and Ortega-Santos (2006), according to which all movement is overt, the
choice of copy to pronounce ultimately being a PF decision. A virtue of the latter analysis is that it is
partly unified: as far as their syntactic treatment is concerned, preverbal and postverbal subjects are
treated equally (i.e., in both cases the subject raises to [Spec, TP]), but different copies are pronounced,
resulting in the different surface words orders.
It is important to mention that, along with notions pertaining to information structure (i.e.,
preverbal/topical-postverbal/focal), as argued by Casielles (2001), inter alia, properties of the lexiconsyntax interface also seem to influence the choice of subject position. By way of illustration, a
sentence containing an unaccusative predicate such as llegar ‘to arrive,’ is more likely to exhibit a
postverbal subject than, for instance, an out-of-the-blue sentence containing a transitive verb (comprar
‘to buy’), where the subject is not assumed to be the underlying object (Bel 2001, Barbosa 2009).
Further, along with subjects of presentational unaccusatives, subjects of psych verbs and sentential
subjects also display a tendency to appear postverbally (Contreras 1976).
In addition to the above, there are also a number of well-documented semantic asymmetries
between preverbal and postverbal subjects in Spanish. For some differences regarding quantification,
see Uribe-Etxebarria (1991). With regard to dissimilarities in interpretation regarding categorical
judgments about given individuals (preverbal subjects) vs. thetic judgments conveying events
(postverbal subjects), see, for instance, Uriagereka (2002) and Gallego (2005). Similarly, preposed and
postposed subjects exhibit divergent agreement patterns, namely first-conjunct agreement with
postverbal subjects (cf. Camacho 2003, Ortega-Santos 2005) and lack of number agreement with
postverbal subjects (cf. Villa-García 2010b). Regarding Montalbetti’s (1984) Overt Pronoun
Constraint (OPC), which posits that in languages that permit overt/null pronominal alternations, an
overt pronominal must not have a quantified antecedent, an asymmetry is found in that postverbal—
but not preverbal—overt pronouns can be bound by the quantified antecedent. In the last place, it is
important to mention the well-documented ban on bare NPs in preverbal position, unless they are
uncontroversially left-dislocated (Casielles 2001).
To make matters worse, according to a number of researchers (cf. Navarro Tomás 1948, Toribio
2000, Ticio 2004, inter alia), the Caribbean dialects of Spanish (Cuban, Dominican, and Puerto Rican
Spanish) manifest a preference for overt preverbal subjects, although null and postverbal subjects are
also attested in these varieties.
Even though the (necessarily over-simplified) discussion in the preceding paragraphs does not do
justice to the amount and complexity of the analyses proposed in the literature, it should suffice to
illustrate the lack of consensus in the field regarding the account of preverbal and postverbal subjects
in Spanish, as well as the differences displayed by the two types of subject.
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2.1. Acquisitional predictions
One key distinction between competing theories is the predictions each makes regarding the order
of acquisition of preverbal and postverbal subjects. More concretely, a number of important research
questions can be formulated, including whether preverbal and postverbal subjects are acquired at
different times or simultaneously, whether preverbal subjects arise earlier than postverbal ones, or vice
versa, and whether there are any differences between the onset of particular words orders (e.g., SVO,
VSO, VOS). The accounts of preposed and postposed subjects in languages like Spanish summarized
above make certain predictions about the timing of acquisition of the relevant constructions.
First, it is worthwhile mentioning the prediction of concurrent, simultaneous acquisition of overt
subjects and topics made by the venue of research which places overt subjects in a CP specifier (see
the studies conducted by Grinstead 1998 et seq. and Villa-García & Snyder, to appear). Similarly, if
postverbal subjects are deemed to be in situ in [Spec, vP], then preverbal and postverbal subjects
should be unrelated developmentally. The same holds for the accounts which place postverbal subjects
in their base-generated position (i.e., [Spec, vP]), and preverbal subjects in [Spec, TP], since only the
latter involve syntactic movement. Further, the rightward-specifier account of postverbal subjects
defended in Zubizarreta (1999) predicts that the Spanish-acquiring child will need to determine that it
is possible to project [Spec, TP] to the left (cf. SV) and to the right (cf. VS) in her target language.
Thus, as noted by Jonathan Bobaljik (p.c.), the Spanish-acquiring child will have to acquire the
relevant parameter underlying the direction of specifiers, in addition to the requirements needed to
start using overt subjects. Note that this analysis predicts a different timing of acquisition of the VSO
order, since this configuration cannot be derived by assuming a rightward specifier (i.e., the subject in
VSO structures is not assumed to be in the same position as the subject in SVO and VOS
configurations in this system). Moreover, the analyses which consider preverbal subjects to be topics
and postverbal ones to be foci make the prediction that postverbal subjects will emerge earlier (cf.
Casielles et al. 2006; see Section 3). Lastly, the partially unified account of preverbal and postverbal
subjects defended by Stjepanović (1999) and Ortega-Santos (2006) prima facie predicts preverbal and
postverbal subjects to be acquired concurrently. I return to this proposal in Section 5.

3. Previous studies on the acquisition of lexical subjects in Spanish
In influential work, Grinstead (1998, 2000) has suggested that preverbal and postverbal subjects
emerge together in the spontaneous speech of Catalan- and Mexican-Spanish-speaking children. This
contention is based on the proximity in time between the onset of each of the two constructions, as the
author does not provide statistical support for his claim. If correct, this result has a number of nontrivial implications, as will be seen.
In her (2005) study on the acquisition of word order in Catalan and Spanish, Bel shows that, once
acquired, preverbal subjects are more frequent than postverbal subjects, the latter having a higher rate
of occurrence in the case of unaccusative verbs. Furthermore, Bel (2005) shows that children are
sensitive to pragmatic notions pertaining to information structure from early on. Her results are
indicative that, in actuality, the occurrence of overt subjects in Spanish is not reducible to a
quintessentially grammatical parameter (e.g., the Null Subject Parameter), and that other factors such
as the topic-comment and focus-presupposition articulations bear on the appearance of overt subjects
in languages like Spanish, as noted earlier.
The Casielles et al. (2006) study advances the hypothesis that the syntactic and discourse features
of preverbal subjects in Spanish may account for a likely emergence delay in comparison with null and
postverbal subjects. Therefore, Casielles et al. (2006) predict that children learning Spanish will find it
difficult to use preverbal subjects, since these nominals involve movement from [Spec, vP] to a higher
position and encode a more complex discourse notion than postverbal or unpronounced subjects.
According to Casielles et al. (2006), focal postverbal subjects do not involve movement inasmuch as
stay in their in-situ position. For these authors, postverbal subjects are always focal and children are
aware of new information from the earliest stages. In analogous fashion, it would be far from
implausible to assume that it would be easier for the language acquirer to continue on a discourse-old
topic and drop it rather than to start a new or contrastive topic which involves not only choosing the
new topic but also syntactic movement (Eugenia Casielles, p.c.). In order to test this prediction, the
acquisitional investigation carried out by Casielles et al. (2006) analyzed longitudinal data from a
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bilingual child acquiring English and Spanish.1 The age span considered in this study ranges from 2;4
to 3;5. In his Spanish, the child used null subjects 67.9% of the time, and overt subjects 32.1% of the
time, postverbal subjects being used 20.7% of the time, as opposed to preverbal subjects, which
occurred only 9.7% of the time. Thus, null and postverbal subjects constitute more than 88% of all
subjects in the spontaneous speech of this bilingual child. Postverbal subjects started to appear at age
2;4, and preverbal subjects at age 2;5. Casielles et al. take these results to indicate that preverbal
subjects are acquired later than null and postverbal subjects in Spanish, contra Grinstead (1998, 2000).
However, in the absence of supporting statistics, the findings reported by Casielles et al. (2006) should
be interpreted with caution. Consequently, these results cannot be regarded as conclusive evidence that
postverbal subjects are acquired earlier than preverbal subjects, and further research is required to
determine the time-course of acquisition of preposed and postposed subjects, an issue to which I turn
in the following sections.
As far as Caribbean Spanish is concerned, Ticio (2002) has argued that Ana’s linguistic
development confirms that the Puerto Rican variety of Caribbean Spanish behaves differently from
fully-pro-drop Spanish. Ticio’s study draws on Grinstead’s (1998) claims for early Catalan- and
Mexican-Spanish that overt subjects, topics, and wh-questions emerge concurrently in development, as
predicted by the venue of research which regards overt subjects as CP-related phenomena (cf. Section
2). Ticio found no occurrences of topics or wh-questions at a time when overt subjects were already
attested in Ana’s speech. The author takes this as an indication that subjects in Caribbean Spanish are
not in the CP (as in non-Caribbean Spanish), but in [Spec, TP], much like in English, in accordance
with her claim that Caribbean Spanish is no longer a null-subject language per se. The investigation
conducted by Villa-García et al. (2010) provides acquisitional and statistical support for Ticio’s
speculations about Caribbean Spanish, though neither study tackled the issue of the time-course of
acquisition of preverbal and postverbal subjects in Caribbean Spanish, a task which is undertaken in
Section 5.

4. Research methods and data collection
The corpus data utilized in this study come from the CHILDES database (Child Language Data
Exchange System (MacWhinney 2000)) and from the CLESS database (the University of
Connecticut’s Cross-Linguistic Early Syntax Study project). For Caribbean Spanish, I used
longitudinal data from Ana, a middle-class girl raised in Mayagüez, Puerto Rico. Her corpus, retrieved
from the CLESS database, includes transcripts and not-yet-transcribed recordings (see also Ticio
2002). The four European-Spanish-acquiring children of this study were raised in Spain.
Table 1: Longitudinal data
Variety
of
Spanish

European

Caribbean

Child

Ana
(♀)
Emilio
(♂)
Inés
(♀)

Irene
(♀)

Juan
(♂)

Corpus/
Database

Ana
(CLESS)
Vila

(CHILDES)
Inés
(CLESS)
LlinàsGrau/Ojea
(CHILDES)
Linaza
(CHILDES)

# of Transcripts;
Frequency

Date of Retrieval

Age Span

April 6, 2009

01;07-2;05,10

March 7, 2009

0;11,09-2;11,24

April 1, 2009

1;02,00-2;02,11

October 16, 2008

1;05,27-2;04,13

# = 31;
biweekly

March 10, 2009

1;07,02-3;09

# = 18;
mostly monthly

# = 41;
weekly
# = 27;
monthly/biweekly
# = 36;
(bi)weekly

1
Note that if English had influenced the placement of subjects in the child’s Spanish, then we would expect most
subjects to be preverbal.
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The data were counted manually, since at present there is no reliable computer-assisted method to
find occurrences of lexical subjects in Spanish. In counting uses of the constructions of interest,
imitations, repetitions, and formulaic expressions were discarded. All sentences containing overt
subjects were tabulated. The relevant utterances were then coded for subject type (SV, VS), order of
constituents (SVO, VSO, and VOS), sentence force (declarative, imperative, interrogative, or
exclamative), and type of predicate involved (copula, unergative, unaccusative, psych, or
(di)transitive). In order to ensure mastery of the pertinent constructions, the measure of acquisition was
first clear use, followed soon after by additional, distinct uses (Stromswold 1996).
The statistical method used to check for concurrent acquisition was the Binomial Test, as outlined
in Snyder (2007: Ch. 5). This method is an exact test of the statistical significance of deviations from a
theoretically expected distribution of observations into two categories. The question which the
Binomial Test aims to answer concerns the probability of a given outcome (e.g., several uses of
postverbal subjects (construction A), before the first occurrence of preverbal subjects (construction
B)), under the null hypothesis that construction B was available to the child as early as A, and had the
same relative frequency of use as in later transcripts (e.g., the next ten transcripts after the appearance
of the second construction). Put differently, the Binomial Test addresses the question of whether the
presumed discrepancy between two given constructions is plausibly due to a lower frequency of use
for the construction emerging later, or whether there is in fact a statistically significant difference
between the two, as expected when the two constructions demand different prerequisites that the child
needs to acquire prior to using the particular constructions successfully. A not significant, null result is
consistent with chance, whereas a significant result refutes the null hypothesis of concurrent
emergence of the two constructions, and in turn calls for a grammar-based explanation of the
difference.

5. Results and discussion
This section is divided into two parts. The first subsection is devoted to exploring the timing of
acquisition of preverbal and postverbal subjects in child Caribbean and European Spanish, the focus
being placed on the SV(O) and VS/VOS word orders. Since VSO is shown to appear substantially later
than the other word orders under consideration, Section 5.2 deals exclusively with the emergence of
this word order.

5.1. On the time-course of acquisition of preverbal and postverbal subjects
The first clear uses of the constructions of interest are shown in Table 2:
Table 2: Emergence of preverbal and postverbal subjects
Onset Age of
Onset Age of
Variety of Spanish
Child
Preverbal Subjects
Postverbal Subjects
(SV, SVO)
(VS, VOS)
Caribbean
Ana
1;08,12
1;08,15
Emilio
1;11,12
1;09,19
Inés
1;06,12
1;06,05
European
Irene
1;07,22
1;07,05
Juan
1;09,02
1;09,02

First of all, three of the children (namely Ana, Inés, and Irene) started using both preverbal and
postverbal subjects roughly at the same time, the difference reducing to days. In Juan’s spontaneous
speech, preverbal and postverbal subjects emerged in the same transcript, while in the case of Emilio,
postverbal subjects seem to have appeared substantially earlier than preverbal subjects. Note, however,
that only two transcripts were available during this two-month period. Likewise, in the speech of three
of the children (i.e., Emilio, Inés, and Irene), the first examples of postverbal subjects occurred before
those of preverbal ones, whereas in the case of two children (i.e., Ana and Juan), preverbal subjects
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were attested first.2 These results alone may already be indicative that the two constructions emerge
together in the acquisition of both Caribbean and European Spanish, as pointed out by Ana Teresa
Pérez-Leroux (p.c.). It is important to bear in mind that no noteworthy differences were found
regarding the time of emergence of SV vs. SVO and VS vs. VOS in any of the children under
consideration. In this connection, note that all the children had already passed the “two-word” stage—
during which children may produce the SV order but not the SVO order—at the point when overt
subjects began to be used. An additional implication of the findings reported in Table 2 is that the
time-course of acquisition of preverbal and postverbal subjects in child Caribbean Spanish proceeds in
parallel with that of European Spanish, which is substantiated by the results of the statistical analysis
reported below. Furthermore, the data from Ana clearly show that postverbal subjects do exist in her
Puerto Rican variety of Spanish. The following are some examples of child utterances displaying the
different word orders under consideration:
(3) a. Peces no está
fish not is
‘The fish are not (here).’
b. Los busco yo
cl. search I
‘I will look for them.’
c. ¡Irene rompió la naris!
Irene broke the nose
‘Irene has broken her nose.’
d. Pone teléfono mami
puts phone mom
‘Mom picks the phone.’
e. Salchicha cayó
sausage fell
‘The sausage fell.’
f. Cayó bebé
fell baby
‘The baby fell down.’

[SV]
(Emilio, 1;11,12)
[VS]
(Emilio, 2;04,17)
[SVO]
(Irene, 1;11,13)
[VOS]
(Inés, 2;01,22)
[SV]
(Ana, 01;08,10)
[VS]
(Ana, 01;08,15)

At this point, it is imperative to consider the results of the Binomial Test.3 Recall that the goal is to
determine whether the apparent discrepancy between the onset of preverbal and postverbal subjects in
the speech of Ana, Emilio, Inés, and Irene can be due to chance, or whether the children needed to
acquire additional prerequisites before making use of the construction appearing later (cf. Section 4).
The Binomial Test takes into account the number of times that the construction emerging earlier
occurs, as well as the relative frequency of the two constructions after the emergence of the second
one, as shown in Table 3:4

2

As shown in Table 3, even though Juan started using both constructions in the same session, three instances of
preverbal subjects were found before the first clear use of a postverbal subject.
3
Binomial Test
p = (X / (X + Y))Z
X corresponds to the number of times construction A appears in the ten transcripts following the first clear use of
B (cf. “Frequency” in Table 3); Y stands for the times B occurs in the ten transcripts after the first use of B (cf.
“Frequency” in Table 3); Z refers to the uses of A before the first clear use of B (“# of earlier construction” in
Table 3).
4
For the sake of clarity, I provide an example of the relevant calculations for Inés. The first clear uses of overt
subjects in the spontaneous speech of this child were postverbal subjects (construction A; # = 4). Once the second
construction (B), i.e., preverbal subjects, emerged, the relative frequency of use in the ten transcripts following the
emergence of construction B was 41 for preverbal subjects and 38 for postverbal subjects. Hence, the desired
probability can be calculated using the Binomial Test (cf. fn. 3): p = (38 / (38 + 41))4 = .054.
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Variety of
Spanish

Caribbean

European

Table 3: Results of the statistical analysis
Frequency
# of Earlier
Child
Construction
Pre- Post-

Ana

1 (Pre-)

16

13

Emilio

2 (Post-)

59

67

Inés

4 (Post-)

41

38

Irene

1 (Post-)

25

7

Juan

3 (Pre-)

47

38

p-value

p = .552
not significant
p = .283
not significant
p = .054
marginally significant
p = .781
not significant
p = .169
not significant +
same transcript

As noted earlier, the Binomial Test tackles the crucial question of whether the differences reported
in Table 2 are the result of chance, or whether there is a significant gap between the two constructions,
in which case the prospect of concurrent acquisition would be refuted. In this sense, it is important to
bear in mind that the fact that one construction appears chronologically earlier than the other may well
be due to the lower frequency of the construction appearing later. Such a difference in frequency might
occur because the child is copying the relative frequencies of use in the adult input, for instance, or
because the child’s immature processing system finds the second construction harder. After all, it is
well known that chronological age, and differences in age, are extremely uninformative about the
actual process of language acquisition. Concurrent acquisition does not require the unlikely—if not
impossible—fact that the two constructions will appear for the first time in exactly the same utterance.
The Binomial Test addresses this question, however, since the unit of measurement now becomes—
not days or weeks—but rather occurrences of a particular grammatical construction. A significant
difference by Binomial Test thus reveals that the age difference is “meaningful,” supporting a
grammar-based hypothesis: the prerequisites that the child needs to acquire before making effective
use of the relevant constructions are different for each construction.
Nevertheless, the p-values obtained after performing the Binomial Test are not significant, as
shown in Table 3, and thus the evidence against the null hypothesis that preverbal and postverbal
subjects were acquired simultaneously is weak.5 Null results reveal that the slightly earlier appearance
of one construction in comparison with the other may be attributed merely to chance. In other words,
the results reported in Table 3 are entirely consistent with the hypothesis that both preverbal and
postverbal subjects emerged concurrently in the speech of the children of this study, in accordance
with the proximity in time between the onset of preverbal and postverbal subjects in most cases in the
transcripts examined. This conclusion is strengthened by the observation that all the children studied
exhibit a robust pattern, regardless of their dialect of Spanish, i.e., European or Caribbean. Put another
way, in terms of the time-course of acquisition of preverbal and postverbal subjects in Caribbean and
European Spanish, no difference was found, which shows that Caribbean varieties do exhibit
postverbal subjects, and therefore it cannot be concluded that they are null-subject languages per se
(see Villa-García 2010a for evidence that Ana’s early use of null subjects is akin to that of EuropeanSpanish-acquiring children).
The discussion above provides novel acquisitional and statistical support for Grinstead’s (1998,
2000) claim that both types of overt subject emerge at the same point in development in Spanish.
Similarly, our results concur with those of Villa-García & Todorović (in preparation) for SerboCroatian, and contrast with those of Casielles et al. (2006) for Spanish. The findings above point in the
direction that Spanish preverbal and postverbal subjects emerge together in acquisition, and that
children seem to acquire the relevant linguistic requirements at the same time in development.6 Hence,
5

Note that the p-value obtained for Inés is marginally significant. It is important to keep in mind, however, that
the p-values reported in this study have not been adjusted. If a Bonferroni correction was applied, the marginal
significance of the p-value for Inés would vanish, hence becoming not significant.
6
A plausible question to ask at this juncture is whether the results of this paper may be accidental. Yet, in order to
provide a positive answer to this question, it would be necessary to find a child who disproves the null hypothesis
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the current results strongly suggest that preverbal and postverbal subjects should be analyzed
uniformly. Nonetheless, the question which immediately arises is the extent to which the account of
the two constructions can be unified. In this connection, the results of this paper are somewhat
unexpected in light of the plethora of investigations which have shown that Spanish preverbal and
postverbal subjects behave differently (cf. Section 2). An additional issue raised by Montrul
(2004:268) is that if preverbal subjects are topics whose acquisition is concurrent with that of
topicalizations and other CP-related phenomena (cf. Grinstead 1998 et seq.; Villa-García & Snyder, to
appear), it is surprising that the emergence of preverbal and postverbal subjects proceeds in parallel. At
first sight, the observation that both types of subject arise simultaneously challenges the conception
that preverbal subjects are topics vs. postverbal subjects, which are in-situ, base-generated elements, or
foci, under different theories.
Whatever the case may be, Table 3 provides a finding that any empirically adequate theory of the
adult grammar of pro-drop languages like Spanish should capture. So far, out of all the theories
proposed in the literature, no analysis straightforwardly predicts the SV and VS word orders to emerge
together in child Spanish. The one account which treats preverbal and postverbal subjects uniformly
from a syntactic point of view is the analysis based on the Copy Theory of Movement of Chomsky
(1995) defended in recent work by Stjepanović (1999) and Ortega-Santos (2006), as has been seen.
This analysis assumes that movement takes place overtly, the choice of copy to pronounce being
contingent on PF factors such as the focus-last requirement of Spanish (cf. Zubizarreta 1998, among
others). However, as noted by Jonathan Bobaljik (p.c.), it is not at all clear that this partially unified
account makes the prediction of concurrent emergence of preverbal and postverbal subjects in child
Spanish, since the PF considerations regulating the pronunciation of the relevant copies vary in each
case.
One way of looking at the puzzle arising from the results reported above would be to pursue the
hypothesis that preverbal and postverbal subjects have different prerequisites that the child needs to
acquire before making use of each construction. Importantly, however, the last prerequisite that the
child has to acquire in order to start using preverbal and postverbal subjects is shared by the two
constructions. That preverbal and postverbal subjects are different has been demonstrated by the vast
body of empirical evidence adduced in the existing literature, which argues against the prerequisites
for the two constructions being identical (cf. Section 2). Yet, the last (shared, common) prerequisite
that the child needs to effectively start using preposed and postposed subjects must be acquired at the
same time for the two constructions, as indicated by the concurrent emergence of preverbal and
postverbal subjects in child Spanish. In much the same way, this move would circumvent the problem
acknowledged by Montrul (2004) mentioned above, since certain prerequisites (other than the last one)
may be unshared by the two constructions. At this point, however, it is imperative to determine what
the last “key” ingredient is, a matter which future research should care to address. A final note
concerns the acquisition of the VSO order, whose emergence seems to be noticeably delayed with
respect to the other word orders at issue. This is the focus of the next subsection.

5.2. On the acquisition of the notorious VSO order
In the count effected above, different word orders were attested, including SV, VS, SVO, and
VOS. However, a question arises as to the emergence of the VSO order. It is well known that VSO has
a narrower distribution than the other word orders at issue (Contreras 1991). Also, whereas Spanish
exhibits the VSO order relatively frequently, the appearance of this word order in related languages
like Italian is far more restricted (Belletti 2004).
The emergence of the VSO order is somewhat delayed in the speech of the children under
consideration. By way of illustration, Irene produced her first VSO sentence (cf. (4)) at age 2;01,18,
substantially later than the other word orders under discussion (see Table 2).

of concurrent emergence (i.e., a significant discrepancy by Binomial Test between the onset of preverbal and
postverbal subjects, after any statistical adjustments/corrections have been applied).
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(4) Ahora voy a equibi yo un pipi
now gonna to write I a ??
‘Now I’m gonna write a XX.’

[VSO]
(Irene, 2;01,18)

Since the data available are sparse, it is worthwhile looking at a similar structure with copular
verbs (i.e., a sentence displaying the VSC(omplement)/A(dverb) word order). Irene produced the
A(dverb)VS word order eight times, while she used the order VAS only twice, with no occurrences of
VSA at all. As for Emilio, he produced a total of two sentences showing the VSC word order, at ages
2;07,24 and 2;08,28. The rest of the children of this study did not produce one single instance of the
VSO/VSC/VSA order in the sessions analyzed.
A logical question to pose at this point is whether this delay is due to the lower frequency of the
VSO/C order, or whether the child needs to acquire certain extra prerequisites other than those
necessary to use the SV(O), V(O)S orders. This question can again be addressed by the Binomial Test.
In the case of Irene, the data available make it possible to apply this statistical method. Note that
Irene’s use of the VSO order constitutes an isolated sentence, so it is not certain that the child has
actually mastered the VSO construction, if we strictly keep to the criteria adopted in this study to
determine first clear uses (cf. Section 4). In any case, before the first occurrence of the VSO word
order in the transcripts under consideration, Irene produced 149 overt subjects displaying the other
word orders under debate. After the first use of VSO, Irene’s examples of the remaining word orders
amount to 197 in the following ten transcripts, with two (unclear) occurrences of the VSO order, at
ages 2;04,28 and 2;05,13. Even if we consider the only two dubious examples of VSO in our statistical
analysis—which implies biasing the result against the null hypothesis that the child does not need to
acquire additional prerequisites to start using the VSO order, since we are maximizing the chances of
obtaining a significant result—the Binomial Test still yields a not significant p-value (p = .222). This
result is wholly consistent with concurrent emergence, though it should be taken as interim, since only
one child could be studied for this hypothesis, and the data at hand are rather scarce. Be that as it may,
if this preliminary result is taken at face value, the late emergence of the VSO order in comparison
with the other word order combinations available in Spanish may be due to the low frequency of the
particular construction, rather than to the construction demanding prerequisites different from those
necessary to produce the other word orders under consideration. Put differently, the differences in
frequency between VSO and the remaining word orders at issue explain the apparent discrepancy in
the order of acquisition: in principle, our results are consistent with all the word orders under
consideration becoming available to the child at the same time, less frequent tokens of the VSO order
making it appear as if VSO was acquired significantly later.
The somewhat delayed emergence of the VSO order found in this study contrasts markedly with
the findings of the diary studies summarized in Pierce (1989), which point to the conclusion that the
VSO order is the first word order attested in child Spanish. Future research will show whether the
provisional findings reported in the present study are on the right track.

6. Conclusions
The issue of subjecthood in genuine null-subject languages like Spanish has attracted much
attention among linguists, as witnessed by the numerous existing analyses of preverbal and postverbal
subjects proposed in the literature to date. This has led to a high degree of controversy as to the
account of overt subjects, which is reinforced by the observation that Caribbean Spanish has been
reported to exhibit a different pattern of behavior regarding subjecthood than other varieties such as
European Spanish.
The present investigation was designed to shed light upon the on-again off-again debate over the
analysis of lexical subjects in Spanish by means of presenting results from five longitudinal case
studies disclosing information as to the manner in which the time-course of acquisition of preverbal
and postverbal subjects proceeds. It has been seen that no existing theoretical proposal
straightforwardly makes the prediction of concurrent, simultaneous acquisition of preposed and
postposed subjects in languages like Spanish. In glaring contrast, however, the acquisitional and
statistical evidence furnished in this paper strongly indicates that preverbal and postverbal subjects
start to be used approximately at the same time in development in the acquisition of Caribbean and
European Spanish, in line with Grinstead (1998, 2008) and Villa-García & Todorović (in preparation),
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and contra Casielles et al. (2006). An additional conclusion of this paper is that child Caribbean and
European Spanish behave similarly with respect to the timing of acquisition of overt subjects.
Moreover, this paper has made an excursus into the timing of acquisition of the notorious VSO order,
whose late emergence has been attributed to its considerably low frequency of occurrence.
Prima facie, a rather strong conclusion drawn from the results of this investigation would be that
preverbal and postverbal subjects should be analyzed uniformly, since the findings reported in this
paper suggest that preverbal and postverbal subjects are the same, in terms of the major linguistic
prerequisites that a child must acquire to effectively start using the relevant constructions. However,
syntactic research has shown that preverbal and postverbal subjects present various asymmetries
ranging from informational load to agreement mismatches. Importantly, the results of this investigation
do not necessarily require the acquisitional prerequisites for preposed and postposed subjects to be
identical. Instead, the data at hand would also be compatible with a scenario in which any unshared
prerequisites are acquired very early, and only the last prerequisite that the child must acquire is shared
by the two constructions. It is therefore crucial to determine what that last “key ingredient” for
preverbal and postverbal subjects is, an issue which I leave for future research. Correspondingly,
further investigations should care to explore additional issues including the relevance of unaccusativity
in the time-course of acquisition of overt subjects, and any likely differences in time between the
emergence of weak pronominals and full DPs in no-longer-fully-pro-drop dialects like Caribbean
Spanish (cf. Ordóñez & Olarrea 2006; Paco Ordóñez, p.c.).
Pending new advances in syntactic theory and future studies, I conclude the paper by stressing that
the acquisitional findings reported in this article should be accounted for by any empirically adequate
syntactic theory of the adult grammar of Spanish, a task which no analysis available in the literature
has fully accomplished hitherto.
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